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    Print

Coast Capital Savings will make a funding announcement related to innovation and entrepreneurship at Simon FraserUniversity’s Surrey campus on Friday,	May	12	at	11:30	a.m. Representatives from Coast Capital Savings and SFU willattend and speak.The event will also highlight several successful SFU startup companies with demonstrations of their products, including:• Ophthalight Digital Solutions, which makes mobile eye examination tools for digital eye examination procedures;• TochTech Technologies Ltd., which provides smart solutions for independent and safety for seniors;•  Human In Motion Robotics, which has designed the most advanced wearable lower limb exoskeleton system, calledExomotion;•  ORA Scents, creators of an app-controlled scent diffuser that enables users to create and share scents in real-time.
What: Coast Capital Savings funding announcement at SFU’s Surrey campus
When: Friday, May 12 at 11:30 a.m.
Where: SFU’s Surrey campus mezzanine (central area), 205-13450-102nd Avenue, Surrey. Parking at the P5 Level of theparkade.
ABOUT	SIMON	FRASER	UNIVERSITY:As Canada's engaged university, SFU is defined by its dynamic integration of innovative education, cutting-edge researchand far-reaching community engagement. SFU was founded more than 50 years ago with a mission to be a different kind ofuniversity—to bring an interdisciplinary approach to learning, embrace bold initiatives, and engage with communities nearand far. Today, SFU is Canada’s leading comprehensive research university and is ranked one of the top universities in theworld. With campuses in British Columbia’s three largest cities – Vancouver, Burnaby and Surrey – SFU has eight faculties,delivers almost 150 programs to over 35,000 students, and boasts more than 145,000 alumni in 130 countries around theworld.
Simon	Fraser	University:	Engaging	Students.	Engaging	Research.	Engaging	Communities.   
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